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Sandra Yocum is an associate professor in the 
religious studies department and served as 
department chair from 2003 to 2012. Her pub-
lications include American Catholic Traditions: 
Resources for Renewal, co-edited with William 
Portier; Joining the Revolution in Theology: 
The College Theology Society, 1954–2004; 
Clergy Sexual Abuse: Social Science Perspec-
tives, co-edited with Claire M. Renzetti; as 
well as journal articles and book chapters. 
As a sophomore in college, she was given 
Karl Rahner’s On the Theology of Death. “It 
sounds bizarre,” she says, “but its existential 
engagement with human awareness of death 
in dialogue with the Christian understanding 
of death in light of Jesus’s death on the cross 
opened up for me the intellectual riches of 
theological discussion and led to my switching 
from the study of physics to theology.”
wonder-worlds of 
words
Sandra Yocum, PhD
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Words 0ll our lives. Even amidst silence, constant chatter 0lls  
our inner worlds; words arise within as companions, sometimes  
to encourage, other times to berate. We mostly take their pres-
ence for granted, unless some circumstance robs us of the ability 
to use words. Their omnipresence obscures the astounding fact 
that we are born into a world given shape and meaning through 
words organized into a language. Perhaps engaging in a thought 
experiment for just a moment will clarify what language allows us 
to do. Imagine a world in which each individual carries the bur-
den of creating a way to communicate and then having to teach 
it to every other human being who is simultaneously trying to cre-
ate his or her own way of communicating. Language celebrates 
the social nature of our existence, our dependence on a common 
life, and our desire to participate in and shape that common life. 
Words come to us as a gift, offered in most cases through parents. 
A child utters a 0rst word to the delight of Mom or Dad, Granny 
or Papa, and the initiation begins in the ways of words, the intri-
cacies of language, the endless possibilities of expression—0rst 
in our native tongue and later, for the fortunate, in the tongues 
of other peoples, which in turn deepens our understanding and 
appreciation of our 0rst language. As with any gift, the proper 
response to having language at our disposal is gratitude—a 
gratitude manifest in honing our skills in the use of language. 
Our lives cannot be reduced to language, evident in those key 
moments when words fail to express fully some experience; 
nonetheless, even in those instances, we draw upon language 
to deepen our understanding of those events which exceed our 
linguistic boundaries.
polyglot bible: psalter
1516
First edition 
In Hebrew,  Aramaic, Greek, 
Latin, and Arabic
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The ability to vocalize thoughts and feelings creates possibil-
ities for engagement with others in day-to-day living. Yet, the 
spoken word disappears as quickly as it arises; not 
so the written word. The human desire to preserve 
something of “the Self” 0nds various expressions but 
none as powerful as writing. Consider for a moment 
the creation of the written word. Over a period of 
time, humans developed a series of symbols, distinc-
tive marks, associated with those vocalizations to 
transfer a thought, idea, feeling, story, or much more 
into a visible form that continues to communicate 
even in a speaker’s absence. In his musings on The Elements of 
Style, E.B.White writes in his own elegant style: “All writers, by 
the way they use the language, reveal something of their spirits, 
“Many of these books were initially 
controversial and poorly received, 
gaining influence only by besting 
their competition over time in the 
marketplace of ideas. ...The genius 
of these works gave them a selective 
advantage that allowed them to 
survive against their intellectually 
inferior competition.”
m a r k  m a s t h ay  .  pag e  5 0
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charles darwin
on the origin of species
London, 1859
First edition  
Presentation copy
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their habits, their capacities, and their biases.... All writing is 
communication; creative writing is communication through 
revelation—it is the Self escaping into the open. No writer long 
remains incognito.” He then invites his readers to “try rewriting 
a familiar [and famous] sentence” to better appreciate “that style 
is something of a mystery.”1 White af0rms the human desire to 
reveal “the Self ” and the nearly in0nite possibilities offered by 
the written word for that to occur. 
What we celebrate here in Imprints and Impressions are the 
artifacts of that human desire to communicate, mostly in words, 
0rst spoken or thought, then written. In some instances, the  
 
 
 
We have the pleasure of seeing a variety of forms of transmission, 
from the Tibetan scroll with its exquisite black-ink script to the 
commentary on Aristotle’s Logic, another manuscript, i.e., hand 
(manu) written (script), to examples from the earliest printing 
presses, such as the 0fteenth-century Zevach Pesach or the 
sixteenth-century Spanish Bible, to a wide variety of nineteenth- 
and twentieth-century texts in more familiar typeface, such as 
Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1884). Still one 
0nds evidence even in the more recent texts that techno logical 
advancements remain deeply rooted in their predecessors. Alex 
Haley’s handwritten editing intertwines with a typewritten text, 
and that intertwining displays more than the different technolo-
gies employed; it displays the writing process itself. The author 
corrects, edits, restates in pursuit of the best articulation of the 
left
sigmund freud
die traumdeutung 
 (the interpretation  
of dreams )
Leipzig, 1900
First edition
Presentation copy
  cover announces the content’s importance;  
in other cases, the text’s modest binding  
 masks its enormous in<uence on human understanding. 
1
William Strunk Jr., The  
Elements of Style with  
Revisions, an Introduction,  
and a Chapter on Writing  
by E.B.White. Reprint of  
4th edition in honor of 50th  
anniversary of 0rst publication 
(New York: Pearson Longman, 
2009), 66–67.
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top . detail
malcolm x
the autobiography of malcolm x
1963
Written with Alex Haley
Original typed draft
bottom . detail
j.r.r. tolkien
the lord of the rings
London, ca. 1953–1955
Page proofs of the first edition  
with author’s final revisions
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story he seeks to tell—The Autobiography of Malcolm X. Hu-
mans have devoted a great deal of time and effort to preserving 
words spoken and written and increasing their availability to 
the widest possible audience. Internet access diminishes not a 
single iota contained in these beautiful texts but only enhances 
an ability to access and thus appreciate them, as is evident in 
this essay’s citations.
The texts featured in Imprints and Impressions offer more than 
examples of the various techniques humans have used to pre-
serve and communicate their ideas or record their actions and 
discoveries in words. These books also illustrate the limits of 
words to express the fullness of what humans desire to commu-
nicate. No knowledge of Arabic is required to understand that 
those who produced the Qur’an sought to communicate that 
something of surpassing beauty and importance is contained 
in the text. The elegant calligraphy appears in the decorative 
framing of blues and gold to highlight that here one 0nds 
Allah’s precious message, 0rst recited by the Prophet Muham-
mad. In very different ways and for very different purposes, 
William Blake’s illustrations of the Book of Job and Salvador 
Dalí’s renderings of Alice in her Wonderland display elaborate 
worlds beyond the boundaries of narrative and even most read-
ers’ imagining. We can marvel at the works of Euclid, Galileo 
Galilei, Nicolaus Copernicus, Johannes Kepler, Isaac Newton, 
Marie Curie, Albert Einstein, and others who exemplify the 
human capacity to capture the intricate relations of our physi-
cal world, even our universe, in the elegance of mathematical 
formulas or the simplicity of geometric diagrams. The formulas’ 
26
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laconic character belies their effects on our understanding 
of the physical world, from Copernicus’s solar revolution to 
Newton’s ordering of physical relations to Curie’s exploration 
of radioactivity to Einstein’s upsetting the Newtonian applecart 
with  E=mc2. The Second Folio of William Shakespeare’s plays 
and the musical score of Ludwig van Beethoven’s Fifth Sym-
phony make clear that some writing cannot rest on the page;  
it calls for performance.
 
 
testify to wonders, create worlds, offer instructions for living, 
and invite explorations beyond themselves. Capturing the spo-
ken word in writing allows human expression to transcend the 
boundaries of space and time. Plato’s Opera omnia preserves 
dialogues—composed in Greece in the fourth century BCE—
whose content remains an apropos resource in contemporary 
dialogues on the human quest for knowledge some twenty-0ve 
centuries later.
Words bear witness to the deeply relational qualities of human 
living. As the speaker presumes a listener, so the writer pre-
sumes a reader. Our spoken words hang in the air waiting for 
someone to hear; those written lie on the page anticipating a 
reader. Claims have long been made that words facilitate more 
than human interaction; they mediate the divine. It should 
come as no surprise that Jewish, Christian, and Muslim texts 
appear in this exhibit. Deeply embedded in these traditions is 
a con0dence that the ultimate source of existence is personal 
and seeks to communicate in and through a spoken word, 
eventually preserved and carefully handed down in a written 
form. Christians treasure the phrase: “In the beginning was 
the Word.” This opening to John’s Gospel seeks to proclaim 
the fullness of Jesus’s identity. The Gospel’s author draws from 
the early Christians’ scripture, namely the sacred texts of the 
Jewish people, in this case, the 0rst chapter of Genesis. In the 
beginning, in the midst of formlessness, the Lord, or more 
accurately, the One whose Name cannot be spoken, speaks a 
word, “light,” and light comes to be, and it is good, and then 
continues to speak other realities into existence, all being 
good—in fact, very good. The mysterious power of the spoken 
word is the prime analogy for God’s creative and redemptive 
presence in the world.
 All of the texts in this exhibit do far 
more than capture random thoughts; they contain whole  
 systems of thought,  
right . detail
ludwig van beethoven
symphony no. 5 in 
c minor, opus 67
1809
First edition of full score
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Contemporary debates on the Genesis text offer two reductive 
interpretations of this text: either a truncated scienti0c account 
or ancient fantasy. Earlier commentators, both Jewish and 
Christian, relish the revelatory power of this text and warn 
about the dif0culties in interpreting it. They frequently cau-
tion their readers against human presumption in claiming to 
understand this text or what it intends to describe—the origin 
of existence. In The Guide of the Perplexed (twelfth century), 
Moses Maimonides admonishes those who might overreach in 
trying to explain the origins of existence: “Our Sages laid down 
the rule, ‘The Ma’aseb Bereshith [acts/accounts of creation] 
must not be expounded in the presence of two.’”2 Whether the 
Sages included the expounder as one of the two is not clear, but 
the very next sentence testi0es to the exponentially greater re-
sponsibility that comes in any attempt to communicate through 
the written word: “If an author were to explain these principles 
in writing, it would be equal to expounding them unto thou-
sands of men.” After making clear his self-imposed limits and 
recognizing his responsibility as a writer, Maimonides proceeds 
to delineate what perplexities The Guide will address. His 
self-assigned task is “to explain certain words occurring in the 
prophetic books.”3 Of particular interest are those words that 
perplex the intelligent reader. The speci0c audience that he has 
in mind is a former stellar student. Maimonides’s acceptance 
of his intellectual limits grounds his con0dence in his own 
rational abilities, and his love of learning fuels his adeptness 
with words as he navigates the perplexities of “certain words 
occurring in the prophetic books.” 
2 
Moses Maimonides, The Guide 
of the Perplexed, trans. from  
the original Arabic text by M. 
Friedlander, 2nd ed., revised 
throughout (London: George 
Routledge & Sons, 1904). 
Accessed 1 June 2014. 
http://www.teachittome.com/
seforim2/seforim/the_guide_
for_the_perplexed.pdf, 73.
3
ibid., 71.
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The edition in this exhibit shows evidence of an unknown  
reader’s pursuit of guidance. Someone took the time to sketch  
a “yad” (Hebrew for hand) in the margins. The yad is the hand-
shaped pointer used to guide the reader’s eye in proclaiming  
a portion from the Torah scroll. The pointer’s use signi0es both 
the care required in the act of reading Torah and the precious-
ness of the parchment on which the Torah is inscribed. Why  
a reader would take the time to draw a yad rather than making a 
quick mark is a matter of speculation; perhaps the unknown artist 
found something unusually worthy or relevant in Maimonides’s 
words that quelled some perplexity. The yad’s presence on that 
page bears witness to the ongoing relationship between reader 
and writer, linked through a common language, regardless of  
the spatial or temporal distance between them.
One of Maimonides’s most appreciative readers was Thomas 
Aquinas. Born in 1225, eleven years after the Jewish philosopher’s 
death, the Dominican friar took advantage of Maimonides’s  
faith-0lled wisdom. Like his Jewish predecessor, Aquinas as-
sumed a mutually bene0cial relationship between faith and 
reason. As a colleague once quipped, “Aquinas was never afraid 
of anything he read,”4 and the medieval scholastic read widely. 
He imbibed not only Aristotle’s thought but also the writings 
of Muslim and Jewish scholars. His Summa theologica, a small 
sampling of his theological and philosophical writings, demon-
strates Aquinas’s faith-0lled reasoning—even in its format: 
human inquiry arranged by topics, divided into questions, with 
responses that engage a variety of viewpoints in a systematic and 
respectful way. The iconic place of the Summa theologica in the 
 detail
 moses maimonides
 moreh nebukhim 
 (the guide of the perplexed)
 Possibly Rome, ca. 1469
 First edition
 Translated from  
Judeo-Arabic into Hebrew  
by Samuel Ibn Tibbon
4
Said by Anthony Godzieba, 
PhD, professor of theology  
and religious studies,  
Villanova University. 
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 detail 
 maria montessori
 il metodo della pedagogia 
scientifica applicato all’educazione 
infantile nelle case dei bambini 
 (the montessori method:  
scientific pedagogy as applied  
to child education in 
“the children’s houses”)
 1909
 First edition
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Catholic intellectual tradition today obscures the text’s origins 
in the lively interfaith theological debates of Aquinas’s day. 
Both Aquinas and Maimonides drew their inspiration from the 
rich traditions of their faith, especially the sacred texts of Jewish 
and Christian scripture. Relatively early in its development, 
Christianity accepted the practice of translating its scripture 
into the vernacular, i.e., the local language—a development 
that may seem surprising given the text’s authority. Of course, 
the New Testament itself appeared in koine, or common Greek, 
and the Christian community thought it their duty to proclaim 
the Gospel to every people, requiring translation into their na-
tive tongues. In the late fourth century, Jerome, using the best 
Hebrew and Greek manuscripts available to him, translated the 
Bible into another commoner’s language, Latin. The Vulgate 
became the standard among Western European Christians, but  
medieval Christians continued to translate the Bible into a 
variety of native languages with little controversy.
The 0fteenth-century advent of  
 
Increased availability coincided with Christian reformers’ judg-
ment against the Roman church in light of what they read in 
the Bible. Despite the efforts of Roman ecclesiastical of0cials to 
mandate the use of the Vulgate and suppress alternate trans-
lations, many reformers translated the Bible into their native 
tongues. A very 0ne example of these efforts is the 1569 Spanish 
Bible displayed in this exhibit. In terms of lasting in<uence 
among Spanish Christians, it plays a role comparable to the 
   the printing press permitted a 
proliferation of alternative translations.
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King James Bible among English-speakers. The translator,  
Casiodoro de Reina, while a monk, read Martin Luther’s writ-
ing, converted, and then <ed Spain to escape the Inquisition. 
A slightly revised translation, the Reina-Valera Bible, remains 
in use today. This exhibit provides an opportunity to view an 
edition, printed in Bern, Switzerland, known as the Bear Bible, 
or Biblia del Oso, from its lovely frontispiece, a bear enjoying 
honey despite the bees swarming about it. The illustration  
identi0es the printer, Mattias Appiarius, whose last name trans -  
lates as “beekeeper.” Its appearance on a text borne out of 
strident religious controversy might be viewed as more than the 
printer’s insignia. Perhaps the Spaniards who dared to purchase 
and read this reformer’s translation saw in the frontispiece an 
af0rmation of their willingness to risk the Inquisition’s sting 
so that they might enjoy the sweetness of God’s word in their 
native tongue.5
Some Jewish children had far more direct encounters of honey 
intermingled with sacred texts. “Torah study sweetens one’s life. 
To emphasize this sweetness, children—especially in Eastern 
Europe—used to begin their study of Hebrew with letters that 
had been written in honey. As they learned the letters and 
enjoyed the honey, they also learned that the study of Torah was 
sweet.” 6 Torah study, however sweet, often came at a high price. 
In 1493, Don Isaac Abrabanel published the Zevach Pesach in 
Constantinople, one of many residences after his <ight 0rst 
from Portugal, his birthplace, and then Spain. An accomplished 
Jewish scholar, his service to the Portuguese and Spanish  
monarchs, including Queen Isabella, did not prevent his exile. 
 right
 la biblia, que es,  
los sacros libros  
del viejo y nuevo testamento 
 (spanish bible)
 Basle, 1569
 First Spanish edition
5
Based upon overview found  
at http://manifoldgreatness.
wordpress.com/2013/03/16/ 
casiodoro-de-reina-and-
the-bear-bible. 
Accessed 2 June 2014.
6
Rabbi Ronald H. Isaacs,  
“The Rewards for Torah Study.” 
Accessed 2 June 2014.
http://www.myjewishlearning.com/
practices/ritual/torah_study/
how_to_study_torah/reading_
and_studying/rewards.shtml. 
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The Zevach Pesach features the Haggadah, the account of God’s 
deliverance of the Jewish people from slavery in Egypt, read at 
the seder meal to ful0ll the Torah commandment to “tell your 
son” of God’s great deeds. In addition to the Haggadah, the 
Abrabanel edition offers a learned commentary on the Exodus 
event. This text is described as the second text printed in Con-
stantinople using movable Hebrew type. That fact is enough of 
a reason to treasure its existence. Yet, the text’s greater signi0-
cance lies in its witness to Abrabanel’s commitment to assist his 
people even in the midst of great personal trial to honor the To-
rah’s commandment to tell the story of God’s redeeming power.7 
The Polyglot Psalter (compiled ca. 1516) provides yet one 
more connection to early modern Spain, though less directly. 
The six parallel columns of ancient scripts make evident the 
Renaissance-Reformation interest in critical editions of biblical 
translations. The Genoese Dominican Agostino Giustiniani 
(1470–1536), a friend of both Thomas More and the priest and 
theologian Erasmus of Rotterdam, funded the project and con-
tributed his notable linguistic skills to the text’s 0nal form.8 It 
facilitates comparing the psalms in “Hebrew, a Latin translation 
of the Hebrew, the Latin Vulgate, the Greek Septuagint, Arabic, 
Aramaic, and a Latin translation of the Aramaic.” 9 Evidently, as 
Giustiniani read Psalm 19:5—“A report goes forth through all 
the earth,/ their messages, to the ends of the world”—another 
Genoese came to his mind, and he added a gloss celebrating 
Christopher Columbus’s adventures across the Atlantic.10 An 
irony emerges if one returns from the gloss back to the psalm. 
The tenth and eleventh verses declare:
The statutes of the LORD are true, 
all of them just;  
More desirable than gold, 
than a hoard of purest gold, 
Sweeter also than honey 
or drippings from the comb. (19:10b–11)11
Honey once again intermingles with the sacred words. Unfor-
tunately, most European adventurers found the allure of gold  
far more powerful than the honey-like sweetness of the Lord’s 
just statutes. 
Other texts included in this exhibition testify to whole other 
worlds discovered through human explorations. Charles  
Darwin’s 0ve-year sojourn on HMS  Beagle came to fruition  
previous spread
zevach pesach
Constantinople, 1505
First edition of 
Abrabanel’s commentary 
Earliest obtainable edition
7
http://cas.uchicago.edu/
workshops/jst_hb/0les/2012/03/
steve-durchslag-jst_hb-
the-mysterious-passover-
manuscript.pdf. 
Accessed 3 June 2014.
8
http://exhibitions.nypl.org/
threefaiths/node/35?nref=37&key=12.
Accessed 3 June 2014.
9
http://www.joh.cam.ac.uk/
library/special_collections/
early_books/pix/psalter.htm. 
Accessed 3 June 2014.
10
http://exhibitions.nypl.org/
threefaiths/node/35?nref=37&key=12. 
Accessed 3 June 2014.
11
http://www.usccb.org/
bible/psalms/19. 
Accessed 4 June 2014.
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 detail
 claudius ptolemaeus (ptolemy)
 geographiae universae
 (geography)
 1597
 From the library of  
Robert Burton
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in On the Origin of Species (1859). Karl Marx’s decades-long 
interactions with workers gave texture and depth to his social, 
political, and economic analysis of capitalism in Das Kapital: 
Kritik der politischen Oekonomie (1867). Sigmund Freud’s 
exploration of the inner recesses of the human psyche found ex-
pression in The Interpretation of Dreams (1899). Each of these 
works, based upon empirical observations, presents something 
more than the sum of the author’s discrete observations. Each 
writer re<ects something akin to what Charles Beard described 
in his 1939 American Historical Association presidential address, 
“Written History as an Act of Faith.” In it, Beard acknowledges 
the historian’s obligation to gather as much data as possible but 
then observes that something more occurs in the writing:  
“The implication for the social sciences 
is that reality is relative, not objective.”
donald j.  polzella  .  page  98 
12
Charles A. Beard, 
“Written History as an Act  
of Faith.” Annual address  
of the president of the  
American Historical  
Association, delivered at  
Urbana, 28 December 1933, 
in the American Historical  
Review 39, no. 2: 219–231.
Accessed 2 June 2014.
http://www.historians.org/
about-aha-and-membership/aha-
history-and-archives/presidential-
addresses/charles-a-beard.  
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The historian who writes history, therefore, consciously or  
unconsciously performs an act of faith, as to order and move-
ment, for certainty as to order and movement is denied to  
him by knowledge of the actuality with which he is concerned.
Beard’s observations highlight the role of the writer who in the 
act of writing does far more than list observations. Darwin, 
Marx, and Freud engaged in Beard’s “act of faith.” In the act  
of writing, all three gave an “order” to disparate sets of data  
and created a narrative of “movement” in describing the com - 
plex relationships among their discrete observations. Using 
Beard’s standard of excellence, these writers’ acts of faith have 
withstood “the verdict of history yet to come.”12 These writings’ 
explanatory power have enriched and 
rightly complicated our understanding 
of life on this planet.
The human impulse to articulate understanding in text and 
image takes yet another form in the map. Maps stride the 
boundaries between image and text. Claudius Ptolemaeus’s 
Geographiae Universae displays the artistic <air of the map-
maker even as he strives to present an accurate and detailed 
rendering of the world he inhabits. Learning how to read a 
map sparks the imagination about the places we inhabit and 
places far from our own in distance and culture. Human  
imagination allows more than mapping of worlds; it allows for 
the creation of worlds. The Iliad and The Odyssey, attributed 
to the Greek poet Homer, testify to the power of story to con-
vey the complexities of human love and con<ict and the signif-
icance of home and family. The world Homer created is no  
 karl marx
 das kapital: kritik der 
politischen oekonomie
 (capital: a critique of 
political economy)
 Hamburg, 1867
 Volume 1  
First edition
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less wonderful or strange than that of Dante’s pilgrimage from 
hell, through purgatory, to paradise in the Divine Comedy; 
or Jane Austen as wordsmith extraordinaire in re-creating the 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century English countryside under 
the rule of manners in Pride and Prejudice; or Lewis Carroll 
taking us down the rabbit hole to the wonder-world of Alice; or 
J.R.R. Tolkien’s exploration of a strangely familiar yet alternate 
reality of Middle Earth in The Lord of the Rings.
Phillis Wheatley draws upon her own poetic muse to sing in 
praise of “Imagination”: 
Thy various works, imperial queen, we see, 
How bright their forms! how deck’d with pomp by thee! 
Thy wond’rous acts in beauteous order stand, 
And all attest how potent is thine hand.13 
Wheatley, the 0rst African American woman poet, came to 
America at the age of seven as a slave. The 1773 English pub-
lication of her poetry preceded her emancipation by four years. 
Poetry was the conduit for Wheatley’s voice to enter into the 
public arena. No one invited slaves—let alone female ones—to  
speak in public. In fact, Wheatley underwent a public chal-
lenge to her authorship from leading Bostonians. Knowing 
about that challenge makes the frontispiece even more striking. 
Its border announces the author, “Phillis Wheatley, Negro  
Servant to Mr. John Wheatley, of Boston,” and more impor-
tantly depicts her in the very act of writing. Women writing  
are also the subject matter of Virginia Woolf’s A Room of  
One’s Own (1929). Woolf presumed women’s ability to write; 
 left 
lewis carroll
alice’s adventures  
in wonderland
New York, 1969
Includes a portfolio of  
illustrations by Salvador Dalí
Signed by the artist
13
http://www.vcu.edu/ 
engweb/webtexts/wheatley/
imagination.html. 
Accessed 3 June 2014.
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what she sought were greater opportunities—time, space, and 
0nancial support. More than a century earlier, another English 
author, Mary Wollstonecraft, wrote A Vindication of the Rights 
of Woman (1792). With the clarity that comes from well-rea-
soned, passionate commitment, Wollstonecraft makes the case 
for women to have access to the same education as men. Maria 
Montessori (1870–1950) 0rst turned her attention to yet another 
marginalized group, children with mental disabilities, and 
developed a pedagogy that proved effective with children of  
all kinds of abilities. 
The sense of a child’s potential becomes palpable when gazing 
at the photo that captures the intensity of the 0erce-eyed girl 
seated at her desk in the Montessori classroom.
Education in the spoken and written word remains the coin  
of the realm of human knowledge. Malcolm X recalls in his  
autobiography the eighth-grade teacher who dismissed his 
dream of becoming a lawyer, but such discouragement did 
not squelch his desire to learn. Attallah Shabazz, his daugh-
ter, writes, “The Autobiography of Malcolm X is evidence of 
one man’s will and belief in prayer and purpose.” She wants 
the readers to know Malcolm X “foremost as a man. A man 
who lived to serve—initially a speci0c people, then a nation, 
and eventually all people of the world.” Such knowledge only 
comes in telling or reading her father’s story again and again 
and reciting her father’s own words: “One day, may we all meet 
together in the light of understanding.”14 Fyodor Dostoevsky 
wrestles with the cost of such service in the Brothers Karam-
azov (1880): “... love in action is a harsh and dreadful thing 
compared to love in dreams.... But active love is labor and 
fortitude and for some people too, perhaps a complete science.” 
When all such efforts seem for naught, and “you are getting 
farther from your goal ... you will reach and behold clearly that 
miraculous power of the Lord who has been all the time loving 
and mys- teriously guiding you.”15 These two writers enter into 
relationship through a third party, the reader. Only the reader, 
with a little help from translators, can cross the boundaries of 
time and space to bring an African American civil rights leader 
and a Russian novelist into conversation with each other. 
          Montessori’s text offers yet  
another instance of words’ limits with its amazing  
  photos. 
Writing a word is an act of faith—a measure of trust in its  
ability to communicate what the author wishes to communi-
cate. Returning to E.B.White for a moment, “Style takes 
14
From the foreword. 
Accessed 3 June 2014.
http://al-rasid.com/shared_uploads/
the.autobiography.of.malcolmx.pdf. 
15
Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers 
Karamazov, trans. Constance Garnett  
(New York: The Modern Library, 1950) 65.
Quote taken from an introduction to the 
Catholic Worker Movement, in American 
Catholic Religious Thought: The Shaping  
of a Theological and Social Tradition, 
Patrick W. Carey, ed. (Milwaukee: 
Marquette University Press, 2010, 2nd 
printing with corrections) 97. 
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its 0nal shape more from attitudes of mind than from the 
principles of composition, for, as an elderly practitioner once 
remarked, ‘Writing is an act of faith, not a trick of grammar.’” 
He defends his inclusion of this “moral observation ... in a rule 
book” because “what you are, rather than what you know, will 
at last determine your style. If you write, you must believe—in 
the truth and worth of the scrawl, in the ability of the reader 
to receive and decode the message. No one can write decently 
who is distrustful of the reader’s intelligence, or whose attitude 
is patronizing.”16 Perhaps the person who displays this style 
most dramatically in this exhibition is Anne Frank. One 0nds 
in her diary, written between the ages of thirteen and 0fteen, 
an astonishing trust tested by the horrors of her own time. Her 
entry on July 15, 1944, is only one of many examples: 
It’s a wonder I haven’t abandoned all my ideals, they seem 
so absurd and impractical. Yet I cling to them because I still 
believe, in spite of everything, that people are truly good at 
heart. It’s utterly impossible for me to build my life on a foun-
dation of chaos, suffering and death. I see the world being 
slowly transformed into a wilderness, I hear the approaching 
thunder that, one day, will destroy us too, I feel the suffering 
of millions. And yet, when I look up at the sky, I somehow feel 
that everything will change for the better, that this cruelty too 
shall end, that peace and tranquility will return once more.17
All of these texts  
 
       Thank goodness Otto 
Frank recognized his daughter’s diary as such a precious vessel 
and trusted others enough to allow them to read the words she 
wrote. Some among us recognize how precious these vessels are 
and gather them together in the safety of libraries, personal and 
public, and for that we owe yet another debt of gratitude. 
   are vessels of humans’ desires  
to communicate—words written, thoughts preserved,  
  for the sake of a reader.
left
fyodor dostoevsky
bratya karamazovy
 (brothers karamazov)
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First edition
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rené descartes
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